Superresolution microscopy based on single-molecule centroid determination has been widely applied to cellular imaging in recent years. However, quantitative imaging of the mammalian nucleus has been challenging due to the lack of 3D optical sectioning methods for normal-sized cells, as well as the inability to accurately count the absolute copy numbers of biomolecules in highly dense structures. Here we report a reflected light-sheet superresolution microscopy method capable of imaging inside the mammalian nucleus with superior signal-to-background ratio as well as molecular counting with single-copy accuracy. Using reflected light-sheet superresolution microscopy, we probed the spatial organization of transcription by RNA polymerase II (RNAP II) molecules and quantified their global extent of clustering inside the mammalian nucleus. Spatiotemporal clustering analysis that leverages on the blinking photophysics of specific organic dyes showed that the majority (>70%) of the transcription foci originate from single RNAP II molecules, and no significant clustering between RNAP II molecules was detected within the length scale of the reported diameter of "transcription factories." Colocalization measurements of RNAP II molecules equally labeled by two spectrally distinct dyes confirmed the primarily unclustered distribution, arguing against a prevalent existence of transcription factories in the mammalian nucleus as previously proposed. The methods developed in our study pave the way for quantitative mapping and stoichiometric characterization of key biomolecular species deep inside mammalian cells. mammalian gene transcription | nuclear organization | quantitative fluorescence microscopy | intracellular molecular counting T he spatial organization of eukaryotic transcription by RNA polymerase II (RNAP II) has long been proposed to be heterogeneous (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Such spatial heterogeneity was first suggested based on the observation that nascent mRNA transcripts are not uniformly distributed in the nucleus, but rather occur in discrete foci termed "transcription factories" (7, 8) (Fig. 1A) . However, estimates of the number of such factories, their sizes, as well as the stoichiometry of their constituents have been subject to a great deal of variability. A variety of immunofluorescence and electron microscopy studies, performed on a variety of human and mouse cell types, have found ∼500-8,000 of such factories in the nucleus, each proposed to be consisting of 4-30 RNAP II molecules with a mean diameter ranging from 40 to 130 nm (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . To ascertain if these foci indeed consist of multiple clustered RNAP II molecules, an imaging method with higher spatial resolution, molecular specificity, and the ability to accurately count the copy numbers of biomolecules in highly dense structures is needed.
The recent advent of optical superresolution microscopy (SRM) has allowed imaging of subcellular structures with unprecedented resolution (16) . Among the various approaches, stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) and photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) take advantage of the ability to detect single fluorescent probes attached to biomolecules while they transiently reside in their fluorescent "on" state and subsequently reconstruct a location map of their centroid positions (17) (18) (19) . Although STORM/PALM is easier to implement with total internal reflection or highly inclined illumination schemes (20) , the former has limited penetration depth whereas the latter has limited signal-to-background ratio due to auto-fluorescence background and out-of-focus fluorescent molecules, especially in highly dense structures (21) .
To probe mammalian cell nuclei, however, optical sectioning with a few microns of penetration depth of the excitation light above the coverslip is needed. Similarly, the high-fluorescence background in a mammalian nucleus often hampers the localization of dye molecules with sufficient precision to reconstruct the superresolution image. Using sheet illumination microscopy, which allows selective illumination of a thin optical section and significant reduction in background, single-molecule imaging in
Significance
We developed an optical imaging technique that combines reflected light-sheet illumination with superresolution microscopy, allowing us to image inside mammalian nuclei at subdiffraction-limit resolution and to count biomolecules with single-copy accuracy. Applying this technique to probe the spatial organization of RNA polymerase II-mediated transcription, we found that the majority of the transcription foci consist of only one RNAP II molecule, contrary to previous proposals. By quantifying the global extent of clustering across RNAP II molecules in the nucleus, we provide clear and convincing answers to the controversy surrounding the prevalent existence of "transcription factories." Moreover, our work presents imaging and analysis tools for the quantitative characterization of nuclear structures, which could be generally applied to probe many other mammalian systems.
the nucleus of giant salivary gland cells (a few hundred microns in size) (22) and superresolution imaging of histones in cellular spheroids (23) have been achieved. However, due to the steric hindrance that arises from placing high numerical aperture objectives in close proximity for narrow optical sectioning, these studies were limited to only very large cells or cell clusters. We recently circumvented this constraint by reflecting the light sheet off a miniature mirror placed next to the cell to be imaged (21) . This reflected light-sheet (RLS) microscopy technique allows single-molecule imaging with superior signal-to-background ratio in the nucleus of a live, normal-sized mammalian cell at faster than video rate.
Furthermore, although some previous superresolution studies have been able to probe subnuclear structures in mammalian cells (24, 25) , they have not provided absolute quantification in molecular copy numbers. Aside from less-than-complete labeling of molecular species, the difficulty stems primarily from the fact that the blinking photophysics of a dye results in multiple detection events for the same molecule over the course of image acquisition. Assignment of these blinking events to a specific molecule is often difficult, especially in dense structures where intermolecular distances are comparable to localization accuracy. Spatial pairwise correlation analysis can predict protein densities at length scales larger than the localization accuracy (26, 27) , but the absolute copy number of probes within the length scale of localization accuracy (∼25 nm laterally and ∼50 nm axially) is difficult to ascertain.
Here, we develop an SRM technique combining reflected light-sheet illumination (21) and superresolution microscopy (RLS-SRM) to probe the spatial organization of RNAP II in mammalian cell nuclei. Leveraging on the blinking photophysics of rhodamine-based dyes, we also develop a density-based clustering algorithm that pools multiple localizations in superresolution images based on their spatial and temporal proximity in order to accurately count the copy number of RNAP II molecules in transcription foci. Contrary to previous belief, we found that the majority of the RNAP II molecules do not form clusters inside the nucleus, suggesting that the model for coordinated transcription of mammalian genes in prevalently existing transcription factories needs to be revisited (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 28) .
Results
Three-Dimensional Optical Sectioning by RLS-SRM Enables Resolution of Single RNAP II Molecules. The RLS-SRM setup achieves 3D optical sectioning of the nucleus of a single adherent mammalian cell using a thin, horizontal light-sheet reflected off a gold-coated atomic force microscopy (AFM) cantilever placed next to the cell to be imaged (Fig. 1B and Fig. S1A ). As a result, excitation and imaging of fluorescent probes are restricted to a 900-to 1,000-nm z-section of the nucleus (21) , significantly increasing the signalto-background ratio in the nucleus (Fig. S1B ) and leading to improved resolution. To further enhance the impact of optical sectioning, cells are fixed immediately after attaching to the coverslip of the imaging dish and before their nuclei have flattened out (Materials and Methods), thereby allowing the thin light sheet to selectively image less than 10% of the nuclear volume and drastically reduce fluorescence background. Since RNAP II molecules are present at very high density inside the mammalian nucleus, such background suppression and consequent resolution improvement are critical for resolving their spatial organization with single copy accuracy.
Accurate Molecular Counting with Spatiotemporal Clustering Analysis.
To quantify the copy number of RNAP II within the transcription foci, we took advantage of the fact that the photoblinking events of many rhodamine-based dyes, such as tetramethylrhodamine (TMR), tend to be clustered temporally, i.e., characterized by large bursts of "on" events followed by long dark periods (corresponding to the "off" state) or photobleaching, in contrast to those of cyanine-based dyes such as Alexa 647, which tend to be more evenly distributed in time ( Fig. 2A and Fig. S2A ). Using the TMR dye, we developed a density-based clustering algorithm that pools multiple localizations based on their proximity not only in space but also in time, so as to accurately assign localizations to spatiotemporal clusters (st-clusters) ( Fig. 2B and Materials and Methods). Each st-cluster arises from a "burst" event of a single dye, and the average number of such st-clusters per dye molecule is determined by the photophysics of the dye under our imaging conditions.
The temporal clustering of TMR localizations was calibrated using artificial clusters of dye molecules imaged under conditions identical to cellular imaging. We designed four short DNA constructs, each labeled with a TMR dye, as well as a long backbone construct complementary to the four constructs. The backbone was separately hybridized to either one or multiple (2-4) short constructs, mimicking transcription foci with one or multiple RNAP II molecules. The average number of dyes per construct molecule was determined by counting the number of photobleaching steps of hundreds of construct molecules (Fig.  S2B) ; these values were compared with the average number of st-clusters per spatial cluster determined from spatiotemporal clustering analysis of the construct molecules. This calibration allowed us to establish an unambiguous correspondence between the average number of st-clusters observed in images of TMR-labeled RNAP II and the average copy number of RNAP II molecules in the transcription foci ( Fig. 2C and Materials and Methods).
One-to-One Labeling and Superresolution Imaging of RNAP II Molecules.
Apart from insufficient resolution, another reason that previous microscopic studies were unable to accurately determine the copy number of RNAP II in transcription foci is the inability to perform quantitative labeling. Although immuno-tagging of the highly accessible C-terminal domain (CTD) or nascent mRNAs containing many degenerate sites for antibody binding ensures high efficiency of labeling, the high possibility of having multiple antibodies binding to each RNAP II molecule (which contains 52 heptad repeats in its CTD) or several dye molecules per secondary antibody makes accurate determination of RNAP II copy number difficult.
To circumvent these complications and ensure one-to-one labeling, we generated a U2OS cell line expressing an α-amanitinresistant mutant of the major subunit of RNAP II, RPB1, fused to a SNAP tag (29, 30) . When cells are maintained in the presence of α-amanitin, the endogenous RPB1 is degraded (30) and the cells thrive off the transcription by the exogenously produced mutant RPB1 molecules, all of which could be singly labeled Models of spatial distribution of RNAP II in the mammalian nucleus, in which transcription is carried out by either (i) individual RNAP II molecules or (ii) multiple molecules clustered into spatially discrete "factories" that pull together genes to be transcribed. (B) The principle of RLS-SRM, which uses a miniature mirror placed next to the cell to reflect a light sheet by 90°to achieve 3D optical sectioning.
with a cell-permeable substrate containing a TMR dye. Upon fixation and imaging (Materials and Methods), the distribution of TMR localizations in the nucleus displays a punctate pattern with discrete foci (Fig. 3A) , consistent with previous findings using immunofluorescence labeling of RNAP II molecules (7, 8, 12, 15) . As control, when wild-type U2OS cells not expressing SNAP-RPB1 were similarly labeled and imaged, the density of TMR molecules detected was <9% of that in SNAP-RPB1-expressing cells, suggesting minimal nonspecific labeling (Fig. S3) .
Applying the spatiotemporal clustering analysis to superresolution images of TMR-labeled RNAP II, we found that each of the observed foci contains on average 2.1 ± 0.4 st-clusters (n = 
of the foci consist of only 1 st-cluster, which most likely originates from only one RNAP II molecule, whereas the fraction with 4 or more st-clusters is minimal (<10%, Fig. 3B ). In contrast, RNA polymerase I molecules have been shown to form clusters in mammalian nucleoli (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) . When the same analysis was applied to images of RNA polymerase I in wild-type U2OS cells that had been immunofluorescently labeled with TMR, a significant fraction of the foci (22%) with >20 st-clusters per focus was observed in the nucleolar regions (Fig. S4) , suggesting that our analysis is capable of detecting molecular clusters when they exist. Moreover, the spatial nearest neighbor distance (NND) between the RNAP II foci was found to have a mean of 230 nm (Fig. 3C) , exceeding the diameter range of transcription factories reported (40-130 nm) by a factor of 2-6 (10-13, 15). These results suggest that the majority of the RNAP II molecules exist in a solitary fashion inside the mammalian nucleus.
Ensuring Near-Complete Imaging of All RNAP II Molecules. An obvious prerequisite for making any claim on the presence or absence of RNAP II clusters is that we can detect and image most, if not all, of the molecules illuminated by RLS-SRM. To exhaustively image all dye molecules in the optical section and thereby ensure accurate counting, we continuously acquired images until most of the dye molecules were bleached (usually after ∼50,000 frames for each optical section), as evidenced by the plateauing of the cumulative distribution of total localizations detected within the illumination volume (Fig. S5A) . To estimate the labeling and detection efficiency of the SNAP-RPB1 molecules under our imaging conditions, we generated a cell line expressing a nuclear localized SNAP tag fused to a Halo tag. By labeling the two tags with two spectrally distinct dyes [SNAP tag with SiR (36) and Halo tag with TMR] and measuring the extent of colocalization between the signals, we found an overall labeling and detection efficiency of ∼72% (Fig. S6 and Materials and Methods). Moreover, the density of RNAP II molecules observed was found to be 37.2 ± 4.1 molecules per μm 3 (n = 12,482 molecules in eight cells), which translates to a total of 80,200 ± 8,800 RNAP II molecules in the entire nucleus (Materials and Methods), in good agreement with values reported in previous studies (13, 15, 37) . Therefore, we conclude that we indeed exhaustively imaged most of the labeled RNAP II molecules in the optical section illuminated.
Quantifying RNAP II Clustering with Two-Color Colocalization. As an orthogonal approach to quantifying RNAP II clustering, we labeled the SNAP-RPB1 molecules simultaneously with SiR and TMR dyes; the labeling conditions were fine-tuned so that the population labeled with either dye was approximately equal (Materials and Methods). Thus, if there is clustering of two or more RNAP II molecules, at least half of them will be revealed as colocalized signals of the two dyes, whereas the rest (colocalization between two or more molecules labeled with the same color) will not. Two-color superresolution imaging and colocalization analysis detected 17.9 ± 1.0% (n = 8,929 in six cells) of the molecules that colocalize with each other (Fig. 4) , thus yielding a maximum of 35.8 ± 2.0% of the clusters with more than one RNAP II molecule, in good agreement with our spatiotemporal clustering analysis results.
Discussion
Despite the tremendous progress made in superresolution microscopy over the last decade, imaging inside the mammalian nucleus has, until recently, remained challenging (21) . Moreover, most of these superresolution studies were limited in terms of quantitative characterization of molecular copy numbers due to difficulties stemming from nonstoichiometric labeling of biomolecules and inability to assign localization events to specific molecules. Although intracellular counting of fluorescent protein molecules based on similar principles used in this study have recently been achieved in bacteria (38) and yeast (39) systems, no such feat has yet been accomplished in the mammalian nucleus, primarily due to the difficulty of imaging single molecules inside the nucleus with sufficient signal-to-background ratio.
By integrating reflected light-sheet illumination with superresolution microscopy as well as implementing spatiotemporal clustering analysis on superresolution images, we demonstrated the capability of stoichiometric counting of nuclear biomolecular species with single-copy accuracy. RLS-SRM achieves singlemolecule imaging in the nucleus by restricting the activation and imaging of the fluorescent probe molecules to a thin optical section of the nucleus, thereby suppressing fluorescence from out-of-focus molecules and enhancing the signal-to-background ratio significantly. This is particularly important in dense nuclear structures where fluorescent molecules in the entire sample volume contribute substantial background such that single-molecule localization can no longer be achieved with epi-illumination. Another advantage of using RLS, as opposed to epi-or highly inclined illumination in conventional SRM, lies in its ability to minimize photobleaching of probes from out-of-focus "on" events before they are imaged, thus preventing undercounting of molecules in cases where the entire axial range of the cell needs to be imaged.
With the capability provided by RLS-SRM, we resolved the spatial organization of RNAP II-mediated transcription down to the single-molecule level and quantified the global extent of clustering among RNAP II molecules in the mammalian nucleus. Although we found that at least 70% of transcription foci consist of only one RNAP II molecule, we should bear in mind that, given the molecular density observed, a fraction of the RNAP II molecules are expected to colocalize with each other by chance (Fig. S7) . Therefore, the effective fraction of nonrandom transcription foci consisting of at least two RNAP II molecules is found to be only 12.9 ± 2.7%; that is, >85% of the RNAP II molecules exist in singular form, free of any nonrandom association with neighboring RNAP II molecules. The lack of significant clustering within the length scale of the reported diameter of transcription factories further corroborates our claim that the mammalian nuclear distribution of RNAP II is primarily unclustered.
The transcription factories model posits that active genes that are located spatially apart from each other might be pulled together into preassembled "factories," each consisting of 4-30 molecules of RNAP II, and slide through the factories as they are transcribed (1-6). Such a model challenges the conventional view that considers genomic DNA as the central scaffold around which the transcriptional machinery is assembled. The observation that the majority of RNAP II molecules exist in a solitary fashion without significant clustering among them suggests that the model of prevalently existing transcription factories that transcribe mammalian genes in a concerted fashion needs to be reconsidered. The fact that these factories were observed in previous studies could possibly be due to the lack of molecular specificity in electron microscopy and spectroscopy studies (10) (11) (12) (13) 15) , or limited resolution in fluorescence microscopy studies (7-9, 14-15) since insufficient resolution could potentially create artificial transcription factories out of images of spatially separate RNAP II molecules (Fig. S8) . In addition, it should be noted that, in most of these studies, the average number of RNAP II molecules in each factory was inferred (from the ratio between the total number of RNAP II molecules in the nucleus and the number of factories detected) rather than directly visualized (7, 12-13, 15 ).
Nevertheless, a small but nonnegligible fraction of the foci that we observed consisted of two or more RNAP II molecules. This observation could be due to several reasons. For example, more than one RNAP II molecule might be transcribing on the same gene or on two neighboring genes that are too close to be resolved by our method. Also, a considerable fraction of human genes are organized bidirectionally, with two promoters within a short distance from each other (40) ; in such cases, paused RNAP II molecules will be localized within our resolution limit. Despite these plausible scenarios, we cannot exclude the possibility that a small fraction of RNAP II molecules do form functional clusters. In fact, our observations are in line with the recent report in living cells of transient RNAP II assembly to short-lived clusters (41) . The evanescent nature of this assembly might result in a small subset of molecules colocalizing with each other at a given moment, whereas on a global scale the majority of the RNAP II molecules remain unclustered. The general applicability of the methods introduced in this study should open doors to the quantitative characterization of important biomolecular species in other mammalian nuclear structures.
Materials and Methods
RLS-SRM Setup. The RLS-SRM microscope was custom-built using the body frame of a Nikon TE300 inverted microscope. The microscope sample stage was replaced with a custom-made invar piece to increase the overall stability of the setup and reduce mechanical vibrations. The condenser was replaced with a Olympus water immersion objective (LUMPLFLN 40×, N.A. 0.8,) mounted vertically on a home-engineered reflected sheet illuminator (RSI) that acts as a micropositioning translational stage. Laser beams (647-nm line from Innova-300 or 532-nm line from Verdi-5W, both from Coherent) were expanded, collimated, combined, and delivered through an optical fiber onto a lens assembly that generates an elliptical beam. This beam was positioned at the back aperture of the vertical objective with one axis overfilling the back aperture and the orthogonal axis being focused. The resulting light sheet created by the objective was reflected by 90°by a goldcoated tipless-AFM cantilever (Applied NanoStructures) mounted on the RSI, projecting it horizontally onto the nucleus of an adjacent cell. Separate laser beams were also sent through the microscope back-port to allow alternative epi-illumination. The sample dish was placed on a 3D piezo-driven stage (Physik Instrumente) coupled to a manual XY stage, allowing positional control in all three axes with nanometer precision. Vertical drift of the sample stage was corrected for by controlling the z-position of the imaging objective with a piezo-driven mount subjected to a feedback signal coming from the reflection of an infrared laser diode off the coverslip of the sample dish (Autofocus Trac, MotionX). The fluorescence emission was collected by an oil objective (UPlanSApo 100×, N.A. 1.4, Olympus) placed coplanar to the light sheet and imaged onto an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EM-CCD) camera (iXon DU-897, Andor). Astigmatism introduced into the imaging path using a cylindrical lens was used to recover superresolved z-positions (42) . The entire setup was encased in a home-built aluminum chamber, and room temperature was controlled to within ±0.1°C to shield the setup from environmental influences.
DNA Constructs and Stable Cell-Line Generation and Culture. The SNAP-RPB1 plasmid was generated from the YFP-aPolII plasmid (gift of X. Darzacq, Ecole Normale Supérieure, Paris) by replacing the coding sequence for YFP with the coding sequence for SNAPf from pSNAPf (New England Biolabs). Human osteosarcoma (U-2 OS) cells (ATCC HTB-96) stably expressing SNAP-RPB1 were generated by transfection with Polyplus reagent and selected with 25 μg/mL α-amanitin (Sigma-Aldrich) for 2-3 wk. The selected cells were subsequently cultured in high-glucose DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and 2 mM GlutaMAX (Gibco) in the presence of 25 μg/mL α-amanitin. The SNAP-Halo construct was generated by removing the coding sequence for Oct4-GFP from the LVTetOOct4 plasmid (gift of K. Hochedlinger, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston) and ligating it to the coding sequences of a SNAP tag, a nuclear localization signal, and a Halo tag in frame. A U2OS cell line stably expressing the SNAP-Halo fusion protein was generated by lentiviral transduction as previously described (21) .
SNAP and Halo Labeling. SNAP-RPB1 cells were passaged onto an imaging dish and allowed to settle for 3-4 h such that they just began to attach. The culture medium was then changed to one with 1 μM of SNAP-TMR substrate (SNAP-cell TMR-Star, New England Biolabs). After incubation for 30 min at 37°C, the cells were washed twice and incubated with fresh medium for 30 min to remove the free substrate. To enhance the impact of optical sectioning, cells were immediately fixed with 3.2% paraformaldehyde in PBS before their nuclei had flattened out, thereby allowing the thin light sheet to selectively image less than 10% of the nuclear volume and drastically reduce fluorescence background. For two-color SNAP-RNAP II labeling, 1 μM of SNAP-SiR substrate (gift of K. Johnsson, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland) and 0.5 μM of SNAP-TMR substrate were simultaneously added to the medium to achieve approximate 50:50 labeling of the SNAP molecules with either one of the two dyes. For SNAP-Halo labeling, 1 μM of SNAP-SiR substrate and 5 μM of Halo-TMR substrate (HaloTag TMR ligand, Promega) were simultaneously added to the medium.
Calibration Using Hybridized DNA Constructs. To calibrate for the temporal clustering of TMR localizations, we designed four 20-nt DNA oligonucleotides as well as an 83-nt, biotinylated backbone DNA complementary to the four oligonucleotides (with a spacer of 1 nt between each). The backbone was separately hybridized to either one or multiple (2-4) short DNA oligonucleotides, each of which was labeled with a single TMR dye via NHS ester linkage. The hybridized DNA constructs were surface-immobilized to cleaned coverslips at low molecular densities that allow unambiguous identification of single construct molecules during imaging, and the average number of dyes per construct was determined by counting the number of photobleaching steps for each construct molecule over the period of imaging. By comparing this value with the average number of st-clusters per construct as determined from our spatiotemporal clustering analysis of superresolution images acquired under identical conditions such as cellular imaging, we established a conversion equation to deduce the average number of dye molecules, and therefore the average copy number of RNAP II molecules, in the transcription foci.
Image Acquisition. Cells to be imaged were first identified and positioned under low laser intensities. The solution was then changed to an imaging buffer in 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0) with 10% glucose (mass/vol), 10 mM NaCl, 0.143 M β-mercaptoethanol, 56 mg/mL glucose oxidase, and 4 mg/mL catalase. Epiillumination intensity was then increased to ∼5-10 kW·cm −2 to rapidly switch most of the dyes off before RLS-SRM imaging at a frame rate of 20 Hz and a power density of ∼5-10 kW·cm −2 along the cross-section of the light sheet.
RLS illumination was transiently alternated with epi-illumination to suppress the out-of-focus molecules to dark states. Images were continuously acquired until most of the dye molecules in the optical section were bleached (usually after ∼50,000 frames), as evidenced by the plateauing of the cumulative distribution of total localizations detected within the illumination volume (Fig. S5A) .
Image Analysis. Image analysis was performed using custom-written software in Matlab. The image of each single molecule was fitted to a 2D elliptical Gaussian profile, the centroid position and ellipticity of which provided lateral and axial positions of each activated fluorescent molecule. Lateral drift between frames were corrected by tracking one or multiple fluorescent beads (TetraSpeck, Life Technologies) placed in the sample before imaging. Selection of localizations based on intensity and ellipticity allowed us to restrict the final set of localizations used to build the superresolution map to a thin section of the nucleus ∼300 nm in thickness (FWHM, Fig. S5B ), in which our confidence of near-complete imaging of all molecules present is highest. Local density-based spatiotemporal clustering was then performed on these single localizations to assign them to individual molecules. The raw localizations were first thresholded based on their NND in space and grouped into spatial clusters (consisting of at least two localizations not more than three times the resolution apart from each other). The localizations in each spatial cluster were then thresholded again based on their NND in time and further grouped into st-clusters [consisting of localizations that are less than 1.5 s (upper limit of "on"-time for TMR) away from each other]. The final superresolution images were reconstructed by binning the localizations (bin size equal to the localization accuracy determined separately from singledye molecules) and running a 2D Gaussian filter with a SD of unit bin size. The cross-sectional area of the nucleus imaged was determined using a custom-written algorithm and multiplied by the thickness of the optical section to obtain the illuminated volume. The density of RNAP II molecules was calculated by dividing the total number of molecules detected by the illuminated volume in which they are contained. The volume of the nucleus was calculated assuming that a standard, unflattened U2OS cell nucleus can be modeled by a sphere with a diameter of 15 μm (average of measurements from eight cells), from which the fraction occupied by the nucleolar region [∼1/27 (12)] was excluded. The total number of RNAP II molecules in the nucleus was then estimated by multiplying the molecular density with the extranucleolar volume of the nucleus, adjusting for the small fraction of nonspecific binding (Fig. S3) and dividing by the estimated labeling and detection efficiency. Colocalization between two molecules was defined as their centroid positions being not more than 100 nm from each other.
